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Technology Errors & Omissions
Does Your Client Need It?

In the 1980’s, companies like Atari and Nintendo
ushered in a new era of home video gaming. In a
few years, people worldwide were spending hours
desperately trying to lead Super Mario to victory
over the evil Bowser. Today, this has evolved into a
global

industry

connected

not

only

by

its

characters, story lines and massive revenue – but
also through online platforms, live streaming and
esports.

With

this,

the

risks

faced

by

those

developing and licensing the games, platforms and
competitions have multiplied to such an extent
that even the fire-breathing Bowser might start to
sweat.
It

also

demonstrates

why

any

company

that

produces technology products or services in today’s
ultra-connected world should purchase standalone
Technology Errors & Omissions (E&O) insurance,
and

it

draws

a

striking

metaphor

for

certain

industries dealing with impacts from COVID-19.

The

video

game

executives

of

yesteryear

might find themselves challenged to manage
the exposures of today’s gaming behemoths.
Take the popular game Fortnite, which is
facing several lawsuits that would’ve been
implausible a decade or 2 ago. Unlike older
products

without

an

internet

connection,

Fortnite relies on in-game purchases called
microtransactions for much of its revenue, so
user accounts contain credit card information.
When hackers used a phishing scam to gain
unauthorized access to such accounts in late
2018,

developer

Epic

Games

became

the

subject of a class-action suit that, at the very
least, will result in significant legal fees.
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Microtransaction

themselves

are

also

being

challenged in court. In Fortnite, certain upgrades
cannot be earned, but only purchased using its virtual
currency,

V-Bucks.

Because

many

of

the

game’s

players are children who may not understand the
value of real money in relation to VBucks, a recent suit
argues this takes advantage of minors by encouraging
them to make purchases “in the heat of the moment”
and making it “difficult for players to conceptualize
how much actual money they have spent”. While some
of this responsibility rests with parents, the lack of
built-in parental controls in Fortnite, and the fact it
only allows three purchase refunds per account – ever,
could sway juries to side with the plaintiff. In addition
to security technology, many firms leverage cyber
awareness training to manage their digital risks.
This also demonstrates the potential for distributors,
not

just

developers,

to

be

found

liable

for

misrepresentations in video games. A similar suit
alleged

Sony

Interactive

Entertainment

failed

to

create effective safeguards to prevent children from
making

unauthorized

Fortnite

PlayStation Network platform.

It also argues Sony violated California’s
Unfair Competition Law and Consumers
Legal Remedies Act by promoting the
games as free “with the intent to induce
from

minors

the

purchase

of

Game

Currency”.
In perhaps the most serious allegation, a
Canadian
designing

lawsuit
the

game

accuses
to

be

Epic

of

addictive,

likening it to taking cocaine and noting it
triggers

the

release

of

neurotransmitter dopamine.

the

“reward”

purchases

on

its
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Lawyers claim the company employed psychologists
to make gamers dependent on Fortnite in the same
way slot machines are designed to hook gamblers,
claiming some players stopped eating, showering and
socializing in order to play and even had to seek
treatment. Basing its allegations on the same legal
principal as a 2015 ruling that determined tobacco
companies didn’t warn the public about the dangers
of smoking, the suit said it was Epic’s duty to issue
warnings around the addictive nature of Fortnite.
Epic is far from the only developer subject to losses
related to the deliver or performance of its video
game technology. In 2016, Electronic Arts and other
defendants paid $60 million to settle a class action
lawsuit

brought

by

former

college

football

and

basketball players who alleged the developer used
their names and likenesses in video games without
their permission. In another case, developer Silicon
Knight was fined $9.2 million for breach of license
agreement, misappropriation of trade secrets and
copyright

infringement

when

it

used

another

developer’s game engine code to create their own
engine.

Game engines lay the software framework to
build

and

create

video

games

and

give

developers the tools to create numerous
gaming

applications

from

animations

to

artificial intelligence. Within two years of the
verdict, Silicon Knights filed for bankruptcy.
In still another example, a group of players in
a certain role-playing game were discovered
to be using hacks to enhance its characters’
skills and become extremely powerful in a
very short time. When non cheating players
notified the game’s moderator, no action was
taken – prompting the players to successfully
bring suit against the studio for lost time,
monetary investment, loss of enjoyment and
legal fees.
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It’s not just legal proceedings that can result in
financial loss for a video game company. Just last
month, developer Blizzard was the victim of a
Distributed Denial of Service attack that caused
latency and disconnection issues for players. At a
time when online gaming sites were experiencing
an influx of customers as a result of COVID-19
quarantine orders, Blizzard was able to avoid a
significant business interruption loss by quickly
addressing

the

issue

–

but

the

potential

risk

remains.
Because

of

these

unique

risks,

which

are

not

covered by general liability policies designed to
cover liability for bodily injury or property damage,
video game developers and distributors are often
excluded from dedicated cyber insurance policies.
Their

exposures

have

been

heightened

by

the

degree of technology and interconnectedness in
the industry today. Highly valuable and technical
programming code, voice and text chat social
features,

million-dollar

competitions,

storage

of

personally identifiable information (PII) and credit
card data and limitless geographical scope are just
a few reasons such businesses need the specialized
coverages available in technology E&O insurance.

If they were running today’s Epics and
Blizzards, those old Nintendo execs might
be agreeing with one mother, who had to
file

a

complaint

with

the

Vermont

Department of Justice to get charges her
son made in Fortnite refunded, when she
said she missed the days when you could
“buy a game and be done with it.”
In many of the above cases, however, a tech
E&O policy would likely have helped. The
product covers financial loss to a third
party due to failure of a company’s product
to perform as expected or for its acts, errors
or omissions in providing services, as well
as costs to defend against such claims.
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It includes exposures such as failure to perform or
breach

of

contract,

contractual

liabilities,

delays,

negligence, theft of PII, failure to prevent introduction
of

malicious

against),

code,

service

copyright

credits,

infringement

warranties

and

(by

or

personal

injury.
Today, the video game industry mirrors society at
large, both personally and professionally. We’ve gone
from “offline” to “online”, with 79 percent of U.S.
consumers having at least one connected device at
home. And as modern marvels like the Internet of
Things,

smart

intelligence

devices,

and

cloud

social

computing,

networking

artificial

have

allowed

businesses – particularly small and medium ones – to
grow

their

technological

bottom

line,

challenges

and

they
risks.

also
As

present
a

result,

businesses are increasingly turning to their managed
service provider (MSP).
MSPs, many of whom began as value-added resellers
third parties, have had to evolve their service offerings
in response to our new, connected world. With the
introduction of remote monitoring and management
tools and later backup and disaster recovery, network
monitoring, and cybersecurity products and services,
they’ve become a vital strategic resource for many
companies’ success.

Today, MSPs use network operations centers,
security operations centers and client-facing
helpdesks to provide end-to-end solutions
for clients.
In expanding beyond simply hardware and
software sales and system repairs and into
the role of a virtual CIO delivering Software
as a Service solutions through the cloud,
MSPs have become even more valuable to
their clients. However, this reliance means
any interruption in service or product failure
can severely impact a client’s profitability,
and despite all the goodwill a MSP may have
built

up

over

years

of

trusted

service,

responsibility for a financial loss can destroy
it all.
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It’s not just legal proceedings that can result in
financial loss for a video game company. Just last
month, developer Blizzard was the victim of a
Distributed Denial of Service attack that caused
latency and disconnection issues for players. At a
time when online gaming sites were experiencing
an influx of customers as a result of COVID-19
quarantine orders, Blizzard was able to avoid a
significant business interruption loss by quickly
addressing

the

issue

–

but

the

potential

risk

remains.
Because

of

these

unique

risks,

which

are

not

covered by general liability policies designed to
cover liability for bodily injury or property damage,
video game developers and distributors are often
excluded from dedicated cyber insurance policies.
Their

exposures

have

been

heightened

by

the

degree of technology and interconnectedness in
the industry today. Highly valuable and technical
programming code, voice and text chat social
features,

million-dollar

competitions,

storage

of

personally identifiable information (PII) and credit
card data and limitless geographical scope are just
a few reasons such businesses need the specialized
coverages available in technology E&O insurance.

If they were running today’s Epics and
Blizzards, those old Nintendo execs might
be agreeing with one mother, who had to
file

a

complaint

with

the

Vermont

Department of Justice to get charges her
son made in Fortnite refunded, when she
said she missed the days when you could
“buy a game and be done with it.”
In many of the above cases, however, a tech
E&O policy would likely have helped. The
product covers financial loss to a third
party due to failure of a company’s product
to perform as expected or for its acts, errors
or omissions in providing services, as well
as costs to defend against such claims.
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All of these scenarios are why Cysurance offers our
technology

E&O

insurance

policy

to

cover

MSPs’

liability for financial injury to third parties arising from
general technology services, hardware consultation
and integration, software and system architecture,
application

service

providers,

data

processors,

software development and more. Coverage highlights
include

a

broadened

definition

of

Technology

Incident, no exclusions for Delays or Failure to Deliver
and coverage for Software Copyright Infringement and
Product Recall Loss of Use. Cysurance also leverages
the MSPs network monitoring capabilities to record
any

anomalous

network

traffic

in

a

proprietary

blockchain, improving claim outcomes.
By prioritizing strong risk management for itself, an
MSP might just increase annually recurring revenue as
well. The recent COVID-19 pandemic, while tragic in
terms of social and economic impact, has highlighted
just how important MSPs are to small and medium
businesses.

The

rapid

mobilization

of

remote

workforces has put unprecedented stress on MSP
resources and procurement timelines, and now more
than ever its important MSPs deliver working products
on time and on budget or have the financial safety net
to reimburse clients for the resulting financial losses.

The purchase of a tech E&O policy instills
confidence

in

competitive

clients

and

advantage.

gives

MSPs

Further,

a

since

Cysurance is a licensed insurance agent, it
empowers MSPs to offer and bind a cyber
insurance policy for clients right at the point
of sale, using an online enrollment platform
that

eliminates

underwriting.

Since

applications
the

tech

E&O

and
policy

contains all the coverages offered in the
Cysurance

Complete

policy,

including

incident response costs (with no deductible),
business

interruption,

ransomware,

social

engineering, fraud and data recovery, insured
MSPs are more knowledgeable about the
product and the value it offers and better
prepared to close a sale.
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In these times, end users are more
aware of the risks of potential
cyber breaches than ever, making
the inclusion of cyber insurance in
your offering a true differentiator
Just look at the case of Zoom. As governments
around the world have imposed shelter in place
orders, millions of businesses, schools and personal
users
service

have

flocked

to

support

to

the

video

continuity

conferencing

strategies.

But

ambiguities in its privacy policy and a lack of end
to-end encryption have landed the company in hot
water. Undisclosed data sharing, “Zoombombing”
and the appearance of Zoom credentials on the
Dark Web have led to lawsuits – lawsuits a tech E&O
could cover.
the

sudden

Given the rapid growth of Zoom and
reliance

of

small

and

medium

businesses around the world on it and similar
services, businessowners – tech-related or not – are
taking note of how easily their company might end
up in a similar predicament and what the potential
fallout might look like.

Whether MSP’s offer the Cysurance policy
or not, and no matter who they choose
for their carrier, they – and all technology
companies – need to strongly consider
tech E&O insurance. Because even if it’s
products and services are flawless, MSPs
are

often

the

victims

of

unfounded

lawsuits requiring legal defense, which
are covered by the policy. And any MSP
can easily fall victim to the malicious acts
of a rogue employee. In addition, the
increasing

frequency

cyberattacks
businessowners

is

and

severity

leading
to

mandate

of

more
such

protection in its service-level agreements.
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Like modern day video game companies, the unique
exposures faced by MSPs require unique insurance
coverages. In a world of interconnected risks that has
quickly learned the need for scalable technologies to
support remote workforces, that can only be provided
through a technology errors & omissions policy

Kirsten Bay
CEO - Cysurance
kbay@cysurance.com
Cysurance is the next-generation cyber solution, protecting small businesses and their partners
through affordable cyber insurance. Built on a proprietary platform, our program comes with a
complete set of features to safeguard business continuity and insure against loss, protecting both
revenue and recovery.
For more information, visit www.cysurance.com, follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter, or email us at info@cysurance.com.

Insurance offered by Cysurance, LLC. NY License #1578397. Chubb is the marketing name used to refer to
subsidiaries of Chubb Limited providing insurance and related services. For a list of these subsidiaries, please visit
www.chubb.com. Insurance provided by ACE American Insurance Company and its U.S. based Chubb underwriting
company affiliates. All products may not be available in all states. This communication contains product
summaries only. Coverage is subject to the language of the policies as actually issued. Nothing in this
communication should be construed as involving the sale, solicitation or negotiation of insurance, the provision or
offer of insurance services, or the provision or offer of legal advice or services.

